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Italian bid
Esteemed members of the International Chess Federation (FIDE) and fellow chess enthusiasts from
around the globe,

Italy, a land where history and culture intertwine with innovation and inclusivity, stands proud and
eager to present our bid to host the 2028 Chess Olympiad and the Chess Olympiad for Disabled.
Under the banner of "Enlighting through Chess," we invite you to embark on a journey that celebrates
the timeless, universal appeal of chess and its power to unite people from all walks of life.

For centuries, Italy has been a cradle of artistic and intellectual movements, where creativity knows
no bounds. Today, we extend our warm embrace to the global chess community, promising a Chess
Olympiad that embodies the spirit of unity, diversity, and unparalleled sportsmanship.

Our bid proposal is not merely a promise but a commitment to organize an event that leaves a lasting
impact, fostering a sense of togetherness and inclusion. In support of our project, which is not just
about organizing a time-limited event, we have budgeted 1 million euros to support developing
federations to sustain their growth and give value to the hard work of promotion and teaching that
they conduct.
In the pages that follow, we will outline our vision, the venues, the cultural experiences, and the
support systems we plan to put in place to ensure the 2028 Chess Olympiad is a resounding success.

Furthermore, the Chess Olympiad for People with Disabilities is a cause close to our hearts. Italy
envisions a world where chess knows no boundaries, and we are excited to host this simultaneous
event that showcases the talents and dedication of differently-abled chess players. By doing so, we
pledge to empower and elevate the status of adaptive sports, championing an environment where
everyone has the opportunity to excel.

In the spirit of fostering global collaboration and enhancing the chess experience for all, we invite you
to explore the heart of Italy and join us on a remarkable journey that celebrates the beauty of chess
and the richness of diversity.
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Together, let's make the 2028 Chess Olympiad and Chess Olympiad for People with Disabilities a
celebration of chess like no other.

In Italy, in recent years, we have witnessed a growing attention to non-mainstream sports. Thanks to
increased visibility in the media, through sponsorships and investments, many disciplines that were
previously considered marginal are gaining more and more importance.
Such enhancement of "minor sports" represents an opportunity for athletes, especially the lesser-
known ones, to make their talents known and to be able to aspire to higher levels of competition
higher levels of competition.

By embedding the bid proposal in a project of environmental enhancement, urban regeneration,
climate resilience, and improvement of the accessibility of the 'urban environment, as well as the
image abroad, the Chess Olympiad and the Chess Olympiad for people with disabilities are therefore
an opportunity consistent with territorial strategic plans related to the regeneration of heritage, the
conscious use of resources, the enhancement of infrastructure in the area as a common good, using
where possible a participatory design method, culture of participation and sports activities, to the
culture and promotion of the territory with sports tourism and aimed at the regeneration of the local
economy and of national territorial peculiarities.

The vision of Genoa 2028 fully espouses the Olympic charter by wanting to ensure a model of a Chess
Olympiad and post-event that lives up to the responsibility that sees us as the guardians of the
common good to be delivered, improved, into the hands of our children.

As Genoa’s symbol is the lantern, it shares along with the Chess Olympiad a common theme of
illumination, unity, and historical significance. They both stand as shining beacons in their own right,
offering guidance, connection, and a sense of purpose to those who are drawn to their presence.
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Giovanni Toti
Liguria Region President

The Liguria Region happily supports the Italian Chess Federation in the bid to host the 2028
Chess Olympiad in the City of Genoa.

Hosting a sport event of the Olympic level would be an honor and the greatest opportunity for
our Region to have world visibility.

Sincerely,

                                                                                                                     Liguria Region President
                                                                                                                                    Giovanni Toti

                                                                                                                                    (Signature)
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The venue for the Olympiads
Both the Chess Olympiad and Chess Olympiad for people with disabilities will be
held at Pavillion B.
The fairgrounds are located in the center of the city and extend to the sea, from
which it was carved out in the early 1960s by a complex work of filling.
The current exhibition area includes Pavilion B, outdoor spaces, and a marina
capable of accommodating vessels up to eighty meters in length.

Pavilion B was designed by Atelier Jean Nouvel and was inaugurated in 2009.
The building, directly overlooking the sea, has two floors for exhibition use and
an intermediate floor with 11 rooms.

The total exhibition area is over twenty thousand square meters.
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The venue for the Congress
The FIDE Congress can be hosted alternately at Pavillion B, in concert with
other events, or at the Magazzini del Cotone, which, thanks to its spacious and
versatile spaces, will make it possible to hold an event fully in line with current
and future requirements and standards.

Spectacular Waterfront Location: One of the most distinctive features of the
Magazzini del Cotone is its breathtaking location overlooking the Ligurian Sea. 
Accessibility: The congress center is conveniently situated within the city of
Genoa, with easy access to transportation hubs, hotels, restaurants, and cultural
attractions.
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Hospitality

Italian hospitality, exemplified in the enchanting city of Genoa, is a warm and
welcoming embrace that leaves a lasting impression on visitors. Genoa, a city
nestled along the stunning Ligurian coast, offers a unique blend of history,
culture, and genuine friendliness. 

Genoa boasts a delightful array of accommodations and hotels that cater to a
diverse range of preferences and budgets. Whether you're seeking luxury or
looking for a cozy, charming stay, Genoa has something to offer. 
Along the historic waterfront, you can find exquisite five-star hotels that
provide breathtaking sea views and lavish amenities. 
These establishments offer the perfect blend of modern comforts and the city's
rich maritime heritage. 
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Airport and travel connections

Genoa Airport is a well-connected gateway that promises a seamless journey for
those planning to attend the 2028 Chess Olympiads in the beautiful city of
Genoa. With its excellent transport links and strategic location, Genoa Airport
serves as the ideal hub for international travelers seeking to participate in this
prestigious chess event. Whether you're arriving from distant corners of the
globe or neighboring cities, the airport's accessibility and convenience make it
the perfect starting point for your journey to the 2028 Chess Olympiads,
ensuring that chess enthusiasts and participants can begin their chess adventures
with ease and comfort.

2019 2022 2023 2028

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Passengers/Year
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Provisional event budget
Event planning 1.400.000,00

Infrastructure 300.000,00 €

Event services & Operations & Hosting fee 4.000.000,00 €

Technology 700.000,00 €

Internet rights and commercial rights for all events (art. 6.5
point a Regulations)

1.500.000,00 €

Travelling Grants (art. 6.5 point b Regulations) 3.250.000,00 €

Full travel expenses and stipends to all Principals, arbiters,
fair-play specialists of the Events

1.250.000,00 €

Ceremonies 400.000,00 €

Marketing & Communication 700.000,00 €

Administration and other expenses 2.500.000,00 €

Chess Olympiads for people with disabilities 500.000,00 €

FIDE Congress 500.000,00 €

Additional proposals 1.000.000,00 €

Total overall provisional budget 18.000.000,00 €
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